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I. IELM AND ENDING BALANCE SUMMARY

Randy Barnes described the process used for prioritizing equipment to be purchased with ending balance funds. Jacque Bell compiled a list of requests for items that do not qualify for IELM funds. The requests were made from program and department master plans. If there is ending balance funds, items will be purchased from the prioritized list.

II. SLO UPDATE AND COORDINATION

Randy Barnes announced that Berta Harris is no longer able to do SLO Coordination. Randy and Dotti are currently recruiting faculty who may be interested. For the right person who sees the value to this work, it is a good opportunity. Suggested persons include Bob Kostlan, Wendy Zizzo, and Jennifer Aase.

III. FUNDING RUBRIC SUBCOMMITTEE UPDATE

Randy distributed the latest draft of the Prioritization Allocation Rubric (PAR). The subcommittee started with samples from other colleges. Dotti vetted a draft and came up with something great. The subcommittee believes the draft rubric is flexible enough to request any type of equipment. The rubric addresses outcome measures such as, how can one document that the equipment is doing something? And how will one measure that the purchase is successful? ACCJC is currently focused on technical assessment rates and job placement rates, this rubric will allow career tech programs to document such data. The criteria, for example, under the planning section – resource support, student success, continuity, technology upgrades. Resource Support addresses, health and safety, legal requirements, and accreditation standards. The remaining thing to flush out is how to weight the criteria for scoring. If/when we decide as a college that we want to prioritize failing equipment, then those items no longer need to be run through the funding rubric. We need to figure out how to apply the rubric to plan funds received 2014-2015. Tanya Medina said the draft rubric looks user-friendly. Helen Elias stated, the college is moving towards an integrated budget process and this rubric pulls it all together. Debbie Berg agreed that the draft is a very concrete start. Elva Salinas said the college needs to keep track of the requests and evaluate the effectiveness of the rubric. She would like to see a pilot test and evaluation and the rubric ought to constantly change as needed. Helen suggested rubric pilot ought to be applied to the items recently approved for IELM and ending balance dollars. The council agreed with the suggestion.